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ABSTRACT The modularization of domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) fosters individual reuse of DSMLs in different contexts. Within this article, we discuss how it is possible to refer to model elements of other languages when composing different DSMLs. Related approaches usually rely on a DSML-agnostic language infrastructure that tests the compatibility of model elements via types encoded in Strings without any consistency checks. We propose the "strongly kind-typed" symbol table as an extension to the compiler approach to integrate the syntax of the languages using symbol tables that assign a symbol kind to each name definition. Our approach can be integrated into language workbenches that provide a symbol table infrastructure as part of a DSML implementation. The kind-typed symbol tables are integrated into the language workbench MontiCore. Strongly kind-typed symbol tables utilize the type system of the language workbench’s host language to ensure type consistency between the language-specific symbol table infrastructures during DSML composition, which ultimately supports DSML engineering in the large.
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1. Introduction

Domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) (Combemale et al. 2016) reduce the problem-solution gap (France & Rumpe 2007) as they use terms of specific domains, allow for domain-specific abstractions, and prepare the foundations for domain-specific analyses and tooling. If the UML modeling methods should be applied, UML profiles (Fuentes-Fernández & Vallecillo-Moreno 2004) are another possibility to realize domain-specific needs: a topic studied in particular by Antonio. The fact that these languages are better tailored to domains results in their greater use in practice, e.g., in systems engineering (Gupta et al. 2021), architecture modeling for safety critical automotive software systems (Schlichthaerle et al. 2020), cyber attacks in the automotive domain (Wolschke et al. 2021), the German tax forms (Rumpe et al. 2021), marine ecosystem simulation (Johanson & Hasselbring 2017), or the verification of valid TV program planning according to contracts (Drave et al. 2020), just to mention a few published ones.

From a longer-term software engineering perspective, the greater use of DSMLs has to lead to the modularization of DSMLs as well, since this improves their reusability (Șutli et al. 2018). This also implies, however, that they in turn can be composed (Vallecillo 2010; Meyers et al. 2012). The use of models from different languages increases the need to allow references to model elements from other languages and thus to provide tool support. Existing approaches using symbol tables rely on a DSML-agnostic language infrastructure (Mir Seyed Nazari 2017) that tests the compatibility of model elements via types encoded in Strings without consistency checks.

We tackle the research question how it is possible to refer to model elements of other languages when composing different DSMLs. Within this paper, we propose the concept of strongly kind-typed symbol tables as an extension to the compiler approach. They integrate the syntax of the languages using symbol tables that assign a symbol kind to each name definition. This approach can be integrated into language workbenches (Erdweg et al. 2015) that provide a symbol table infrastructure as part of a DSML implementation. As an example, we have integrated them into the language workbench MontiCore (Hölldobler et al. 2021). Strongly kind-typed symbol tables utilize the type system of the language workbench’s host language. This ensures type consistency between the language-specific symbol
table infrastructures during DSML composition. We discuss how strongly kind-typed symbol tables can support the four different types of language composition within MontiCore and critically discuss the approach.

Structure. The next section introduces an example for different languages used to model one cyber-physical system. Section 3 introduces the used technology stack and basic principles for handling DSMLs. Section 4 presents the strongly kind-typed symbol table infrastructure and Section 5 describes how it can be used to support language composition. Section 6 discusses our approach, Section 7 compares it to related approaches, and the last section concludes.

2. Example

In modern model-driven software projects, heterogeneous models describe different aspects of the application (Butting & Wortmann 2021). In the domain of cyber-physical systems (CPS), e.g., class diagrams can be used to describe the data types of the CPS, automata could describe its behavior, and a CAD model might describe its physical geometry.

For this example, we want to model an excerpt of the software for a coffee machine. We model its data structure through a class diagram and use an automaton to describe an excerpt of the coffee machine’s behavior. To this end, our aim is to ensure that the class diagram model and the automaton model do not contradict each other due to inconsistencies.

One way to achieve consistency between such heterogeneous models is to compose the languages to which the models conform. Such language composition can detect whether symbolic references between models conforming to different languages are valid.

For our example, the automata language represents automata models that have states, which can optionally be initial states, and transitions between pairs of states that are triggered by events. The class diagram language models a simplified form of class diagrams that contain classes with inheritance as well as enums. Classes may have typed class attributes and enums contain enum constants. Furthermore, class diagram models can have named, directed, and cardinalized associations between classes and from classes to enums. Both languages are realized as textual DSLs with the language workbench MontiCore (Hölldobler et al. 2021).

Textual languages usually rely on names as identifiers for language elements. Other languages then may refer to such language elements via their identifying name. For example, the automata language uses names to identify states and transitions. Another language can use the name to refer to the state with that name. This, obviously, requires that the name identifies the state uniquely.

Figure 1 depicts the two textual models of the coffee machine examples. The listing on the left side of the figure presents the automaton CoffeeCtrl that contains the four states id:le, check, operating, and maintenance where the state id:le is marked as the initial state. The initial state has an initial action block surrounded by curly brackets. Moreover, the automaton model contains 4 transitions between the states. Transitions can have trigger conditions surrounded by square brackets and action blocks surrounded by curly brackets.

In the first line of the listing, the automaton model imports the class Machine of the artifact CoffeeMachine, which refers to the class diagram model with this name that is depicted on the right side of Figure 1. Through this import statement, all names defined in the class diagram model can be used in the automaton model. For example, the name of the association led in l. 10 of the class diagram model can be used in the action blocks of the initial state (l. 4) transitions (ll. 8, 12, and 14).

These forms of links between name usages and name definitions that can not only cross the boundaries of model artifacts of a single language but also cross different languages, can be achieved with a suitable symbol table infrastructure and proper symbol resolution strategies. The remainder of this paper introduces a suitable symbol table infrastructure that enables realizing such links while coupling the language infrastructures only loosely and ensuring type compatibility of the symbol table infrastructures.

The coffee machine example introduced in this section serves as an analytical evaluation that represents a larger class of problems, i.e., transfers to symbol table infrastructures of other languages as well.

3. Preliminaries

We use the language workbench MontiCore (Hölldobler et al. 2021) for the compositional engineering of DSMLs. MontiCore languages use context-free grammars that are defined using an EBNF-like grammar format from which the workbench generates large parts of the infrastructure necessary to handle models of these languages. Figure 2 gives an overview of the generated infrastructures and their usage.

MontiCore reads the grammar of a DSML and generates the infrastructure needed to process models defined according to this language such as a parser, the abstract syntax including the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the model and the symbol table (Hölldobler et al. 2015) representing the abstract syntax (Burgueño et al. 2019) of a model, as well as a visitor infrastructure. The parser is able to read models that conform to the defined grammar and instantiates the AST. The symbol table enables realizing symbolic links between usages and definitions of names. Details about the symbol table are given in Section 4. The generated visitor infrastructure enables traversing the abstract syntax data structure of both, the model AST and the symbol table. This visitor infrastructure together with the abstract syntax can be used by analyses and transformations, e.g., to check Context Conditions (CoCos). Such CoCos are Java classes that realize well-formedness rules of the language. They are needed as context-free grammars do not ensure the well-formedness of models – an aspect necessary for the further use of models within software systems. Each CoCo is implemented against an element of the abstract syntax. A visitor for the language traverses the abstract syntax and systematically executes the CoCo checks.

Each MontiCore grammar defines the abstract and concrete syntax of a language via productions that define nonterminals
import CoffeeMachine.Machine;

automaton CoffeeCtrl {
initial state idle / {
state check, operating, maintenance;
idle -> check
  [buttonPressed] / [led = YELLOW];
check -> operating
  [coffeeCounter <1234] / [makeCoffee()];
check -> maintenance
  [coffeeCounter>=1234] / [led = RED];
operating -> idle
  / [led = GREEN; coffeeCounter++];
}

Figure 1 References between models of the automata and class diagram languages.

Figure 2 An overview of the generated infrastructures and their usage.

(NTs). Grammar bodies include such productions (or grammar rules) consisting of a left-hand and a right-hand side separated by an '=' sign. One NT is on the left-hand side and it is defined by the right-hand side part of the grammar rule. The right-hand side defines the abstract and concrete syntax and can include terminals and nonterminals arranged as alternatives, concatenations, or combinations thereof. Grammar rules are translated into class types in the AST. Additionally, there exist several kinds of special grammar rules, such as interface rules which define an interface NT and are translated into interface types in the AST. The right-hand side of an interface rule can contain (cardinalized) NTs. This results in the presence of these NTs (with matching cardinalities) in the right-hand side of rules which implement the interface NT. This allows preventing undesired forms of implementations, and they can act as extension points of a grammar.

MontiCore distinguishes four different ways of composing languages (Bryant et al. 2015; Erdweg et al. 2012), namely inheritance, extension, embedding, and aggregation (Hölldobler et al. 2021). Except for language aggregation, all forms produce a composed language with an integrated syntax of the related models. The MontiCore generator has to be executed to synthesize an integrated language tooling. Language inheritance is indicated by an inheritance relationship between grammars. The inheriting grammar reuses all NTs and terminals of the grammar it inherits from. Moreover, it can extend or override some NTs. Language extension is a particular form of inheritance, also called conservative extension. Grammar rules reuse the start NT of the extended language and add alternatives to any NT of the extended language. Language embedding allows to embed one or more languages into another one, called host language. This is realized via extension points of the syntax in the host language. The embedded languages realize or implement these extension points. Language aggregation is a loose coupling, where models remain in individual artifacts but may refer to elements of other models via names. This form of language composition uses composed symbol tables (see Section 4).

Additionally, MontiCore provides a code generator infrastructure as well as a run-time environment for each language, which is used by the generated artifacts. The template-based code generation infrastructure uses the FreeMarker template engine. Moreover, the transformation into other models or the generation of templates is also possible.

4. Strongly Kind-Typed Symbol Table Infrastructures

MontiCore integrates a strongly kind-typed symbol table infrastructure (STI) and generates an STI as part of every language. Because it is generated, the STI can rely on language-specific types for most of its parts, which reduces the language-agnostic parts of the implementation in MontiCore’s runtime environment. The major advantage of a strongly typed symbol table infrastructure, however, is that large parts of the compatibility of different STIs during language composition are offloaded to the type system of Java.

Symbol table infrastructures serve multiple purposes and different languages have particular concepts, e.g., for the visibility of names or the rules for handling qualified names. Therefore, the STI offers default solutions for such concepts and relies on easy adjustability of these. To this end, all generated parts of the STI are adjustable via the top mechanism (Hölldobler et al. 2021). With this mechanism, each generated Java class or interface can be supplemented with a handwritten Java artifact that extends the generated class and automatically integrates with the remaining generated code.
The section first introduces general notions about the symbol tables in Section 4.1 before explaining the symbols (in Section 4.2) and scopes (in Section 4.3) of the STI in detail. Section 4.4 describes the relations of the STI elements and the AST of a language. Section 4.5 presents an approach for instantiating and Section 4.6 an approach for traversing symbol tables. The process of resolving for symbol definitions from given name usages is described in Section 4.7.

4.1. General Notions of Symbols, Scopes, and Symbol Tables

Before we explain the concepts behind the STI, we make some general definitions for basic elements that appear in the context of a symbol table.

In classical compiler construction (Aho et al. 2007), symbol tables are part of a language’s compiler and support engineering the type system of a language. A symbol table is a data structure that stores all name definitions that the parser encounters while parsing a model or program. Together with the name, the symbol table may hold additional information belonging to the name definition. We say that the kind of additional information and the kind of the name that is introduced is tied to a particular named model entity, i.e., a language syntax element. Such named model entities, hence, are language-specific and can be states, classes, methods, etc.

For example, the class diagram model depicted in Figure 3 defines names of different kinds. It defines names of class diagrams (the name CoffeeMachine), type definitions (Machine, LED), class variables (e.g., coffeeCounter), methods (makeCoffee), enum constants (e.g., GREEN), and associations (led). While the class diagram model defines the actual names, i.e., the symbols, the class diagram language defines the kinds of these names, i.e., the symbol kinds.

The additional information for each name definition of a symbol depends on the model entity and, hence, can vary. For example, a class variable has a type expression indicating the variable’s type while states have a Boolean property indicating whether the state is initial. Besides keeping kind-specific information, distinguishing symbols of different kinds enables language engineers to allow different model elements with the same name. For example, the class diagram CoffeeMachine could contain a class with the name CoffeeMachine. The language infrastructure can distinguish the names based on their kind. Another example in Java is a class that contains a method with the same name as the class without causing a conflict.

All names that are defined in a model may be used within this model (or other models, but more on this later). For example, the CoffeeMachine class diagram uses the name of the classes Machine and Status in the association defined in l. 13 of Figure 3.

Some languages allow also multiple definitions of the same name with the same kind in a model. To distinguish such names, symbol tables support visibility of names. In Java, for instance, a variable in a method and a variable inside the body of a for loop in the method may have the same name without causing a conflict in the compiler.

To realize such visibility concepts, the symbol table of a language can contain scopes. A scope holds a collection of symbols and impacts their visibility (Mir Seyed Nazari 2017). Each scope can import symbols from and export them to other scopes and has three particular Boolean properties: a scope can be ordered, exporting, and shadowing. In an ordered scope, names in the concrete syntax must be defined before they are allowed to be used. In Java, e.g., this is the case for variable definitions inside of method bodies. Other scopes may be agnostic of such orders, such as, class attributes in Java can be used before they are defined. An exporting scope exports symbols for other scopes while a non-exporting scope keeps symbol definitions local. Examples in Java are the scope of a Java class that exports symbols of (non-private) attributes and methods while the scope of a method does not export local variable symbols.

In a shadowing scope, a local symbol of a concrete kind and name “shadows” symbols with this name and kind imported from other scope without causing a conflict. In non-shadowing scopes, this situation causes a conflict. In Java, e.g., the body of a for-loop shadows variables from the scope of the surrounding method body.

In MontiCore, the scopes are arranged as a tree. Hence, scopes are nested and each scope (except the scope at the root of the tree) has exactly one enclosing scope. MontiCore supports two special kinds of scopes: artifacts scopes and the global scope. An artifact scope encloses the scopes of a certain model artifact and the (singleton) global scope is the root of the scope tree. Global scopes usually have artifact scopes as their direct subscopes and, hence, can bridge the gap between multiple individual model artifacts.

The type check of a compiler uses the symbol table to look up whether the type used in a type expression refers to an actual type definition. In this sense, type systems introduce a controlled form of redundancy between a name of a type definition and
names that refer to this definition. We refer to the process of searching a suitable name definition from a given name usage as symbol resolution or resolving a symbol.

Besides for type checks, the symbol table also support the realization of well-formedness checks that involve multiple elements of a model. For example, a context condition of an automata language can check that the initial state has no incoming transitions.

4.2. Kind-Specific Symbol Classes

As introduced before, the STI foresees that the language infrastructure contains a dedicated class for each symbol kind. This facilitates compatibility checks during language composition and avoids re-creating a type system for symbol kinds on top of the type system in Java.

To properly generate STIs for each language, MontiCore requires knowledge about (named) language elements that define symbol kinds and about the additional information that should be associated with each symbol kind. To specify this, language engineers can influence the generation of the STI via the grammar of the language. To this end, each nonterminal of a MontiCore grammar that has a name on the right-hand side of the corresponding grammar rule can be annotated with the keyword `symbol`. Through this, the nonterminal is marked as to define a new symbol kind. The annotation can be added both to class nonterminals and to interface nonterminals. If an interface nonterminal defines a symbol kind, all implementing nonterminals also define this symbol kind. The property of defining a symbol kind is also inherited if an (interface) nonterminal extends another (interface) nonterminal.

From each nonterminal that defines a new symbol kind, MontiCore generates an individual Java class that represents the symbol kind. The generated symbol class implements a language-specific symbol interface that is generated once per language. This interface extends a language-agnostic symbol interface in the run-time environment of MontiCore.

An example for the relevant classes and interfaces for the symbol kinds of the automata language is depicted in Figure 4. In this language, the `Automaton` and the `State` nonterminal define symbol kinds, as both are identifiable via names. Transitions of this language are not identifiable via names and, hence, do not introduce symbol kinds. The generated STI of the automata language contains two classes `AutomatonSymbol` and `StateSymbol` that represent the two symbol kinds. Both classes implement the interface `ICommonAutomataSymbol` that introduces language-specific method signatures that are common among all symbol kinds of the language. This interface extends the interface `ISymbol` that introduces method signatures common among all symbol kinds of all languages. In the example model of the automata language depicted in Figure 1, there is one symbol of the symbol kind `AutomatonSymbol` with the name `CoffeeCtrl` and four symbols of the symbol kind `StateSymbol` with the names `idle`, `check`, `operating`, and `maintenance`.

The MontiCore grammar language contains a special `symbol` rule notation for grammar rules that define additional class attributes and methods for each symbol class, i.e., for each symbol kind. From these grammar rules, the MontiCore generator produces corresponding attributes and methods in the generated symbol classes. For example, the class attribute `coffeeCounter` depicted in Figure 3 creates a symbol of the symbol kind `ClassAttributeSymbol`. In the grammar of the class diagram language, a language engineer can add a symbol rule to indicate that class attributes have a type expression that keeps track of the attribute’s type.

4.3. Language-Specific Scope Types

As introduced in Section 4.1, MontiCore distinguishes the scopes that may appear in a model from artifact scopes and the global scope. The global scope is realized as a singleton that is instantiated only once. Artifact scopes are created for every model, for which the symbol table is instantiated. Similar to nonterminals that define a symbol kind, MontiCore supports nonterminals that span a new scope. This enables language engineers to conceive various visibility concepts for symbols and, hence, create different namespaces. A nonterminal that spans a scope is introduced by adding the keyword `scope` to the corresponding grammar rule. The same nonterminal can also both introduce a symbol kind and span a scope. This combination is often used to create hierarchical namespaces. In hierarchical namespaces, symbols are addressed via qualified names that comprise individual name parts separated by dots. Each name part equals the name of a symbol and a consecutive dot addresses the scope spanned by that symbol. A prefix of a qualified name can also address the artifact in which the symbols are located, where the name of the artifact may be qualified with a package in the same way as Java.

For example, in the class diagram, the qualified name `CoffeeMachine.Machine.coffeeCounter` addresses the artifact `CoffeeMachine` and within this artifact, the symbol `Machine`. From this symbol, it accesses the spanned scope and in this scope, again, it addresses the symbol `coffeeCounter`.

Contrary to the kind-specific symbol classes, MontiCore does not generate individual scope classes per nonterminal that spans a scope. Instead, MontiCore generates a single scope class per language that can be configured through arguments to reflect scope attributes, such as, being an ordered scope or exporting symbols. However, MontiCore distinguishes scope classes that are used within models from classes for artifact scopes and the global scope. Artifact scopes must contain functionality that deviates from the functionality of scopes within...
models to be able to address the model artifact during symbol resolution. The global scope also requires custom functionality to realize the resolution algorithm for the connection between different model artifacts and to realize loading the symbol tables from foreign models. However, as artifact scopes and the global scope share large parts of the functionality with the scopes classes used for scopes within models, the artifact and global scope classes are subclasses from the scope classes. This is depicted by example of the automata language at the bottom of Figure 5. The classes AutomataArtifactScope and AutomataGlobalScope extend the class AutomataScope.

As MontiCore supports multiple inheritance on grammars for achieving language composition, the scopes that are defined per language have to reflect this inheritance. However, Java does not support multiple inheritance for classes. Hence, MontiCore realizes most of the scope functionality via default methods in scope interfaces. Each scope class implements a corresponding scope interface. Through this, the inheritance of scope interfaces can follow the language inheritance controlled through the grammar and the default methods in scope interfaces can be reused during language composition. The scope classes, on the other hand, are primarily used for internal purposes, such as, managing the access to scope attributes via getter and setter methods. The functionality in scope classes cannot be reused for language composition.

An overview of the scope interfaces generated for the automata language is depicted in the center row of Figure 5. The interfaces IAutomataArtifactScope and IAutomataGlobalScope extend the interface IAutomataScope. Each scope interface is implemented by the corresponding scope class.

Similar to the ISymbol interface, the run-time environment of MontiCore contains language-agnostic interfaces for (artifact/global) scope interfaces.

### 4.4. Relationship Between Symbols, Scopes, and AST

The abstract syntax data structure of a language includes symbol classes, scope interfaces & classes, and the classes that constitute the AST data structure. These classes are tightly coupled to each other through various relationships as depicted in Figure 6. Each symbol class (depicted left) and each scope (depicted bottom) are associated with an optional AST node (depicted right). If the symbol table has been instantiated from the result of parsing a model, the AST nodes are always present. If, however, the symbol table has been loaded from a symbol file, the AST nodes are not present. In the reverse direction, an AST node has an association to a symbol if the corresponding nonterminal introduces a symbol kind and an association to the scope if the nonterminal spans a scope. Each AST node and each symbol has an enclosing scope. A scope contains symbols. As in MontiCore, scopes are arranged in a tree-shape, all scopes (except the global scope) have an enclosing scope and each scope may have subscopes.

Additionally, a scope may be bidirectionally associated with a symbol that spans the scope. This association supports the qualification of names to make these globally unique, which is required for symbol resolution.

As the STI uses symbol classes strongly typed per symbol kind, scope classes strongly typed per language, and AST node classes strongly typed per nonterminal, the relations between symbols, scopes, and AST nodes are also realized as attributes with the strongest possible types. The relations between scopes and from AST nodes to scopes can be realized with the scope type of the language. A scope contains individual data structures per symbol kind and, hence, also per symbol class. Therefore, these can be strongly typed as well. An AST node may define at most one symbol kind, which enables to indicate the concrete type of the symbol kind’s class.

However, a symbol kind may be defined by different nonterminals, e.g., if the symbol-defining nonterminal is an interface nonterminal. Therefore, the relation from an AST node to a symbol cannot be typed with a single concrete symbol class.

### 4.5. Instantiating Symbol Tables

In the STI, symbol tables are instantiated via scope genitors that traverse the AST data structure with the language’s visitor infrastructure. To realize a correct nesting of scopes, the scope genitor internally manages a stack of scopes, where the current scope is always on top of the stack.

At the beginning of instantiating the symbol table of a model artifact, a new artifact scope instance is created and added as first element to the scope stack. Afterward, the AST of the model is traversed with the language’s traverser. For each nonterminal, the scope genitor implements the visit method for the corresponding AST class and sets the current scope as the enclosing scope.

For each nonterminal that defines a symbol kind, the scope genitor further creates a new symbol of the correct symbol kind.
Analogously, the scope genitor creates new scopes on each nonterminal that spans a scope. After a new scope is created, it is put on top of the scope stack and, hence, set as the current scope. At the end of visiting and traversing the nonterminal that spans the scope, the scope is removed from the scope stack and the stack below is set as current scope.

All created symbol and scope objects are linked to each other and to the AST nodes as described in Section 4.4. Beyond this, the attributes of symbol rules and scope rules should be initialized as well. However, this initialization cannot be generated as the information required for the initialization is not specified in the grammar. Instead, language engineers have to customize the symbol table instantiation to initialize such attributes.

The symbol table instantiation can be customized by applying the top mechanism (Hölldobler et al. 2021) to the scope genitor class. Furthermore, all scope genitor classes are generated with hook point methods that have an empty implementation by default and are called at certain phases of the symbol table creation. These hook points include methods that are called before and after each instantiation of a symbol of a specific kind and at the beginning and the end of the entire symbol table creation process.

4.6. Traversing Symbol Tables

As introduced in Section 3, the traverser infrastructure of a language can traverse the AST data structure. However, in the STI, the visitor infrastructure is also capable of traversing the symbol table data structure of a language. In this, the traverser of a language offers methods to traverse scopes and symbols. By default, the symbol tables are traversed as part of traversing the AST. Hence, traverse methods for scopes traverse all symbols that are directly located in the scope and the traverse methods of symbols do not traverse anything. This default behavior can be altered by customizing the language traverser. For instance, for serializing symbol tables without traversing the AST, a custom implementation with a novel traversal strategy is provided. In this example, a scope traverses all local symbols and symbols that span a scope also traverse the spanned scope.

4.7. Symbol Resolution

An essential functionality of the symbol table of a language is the symbol resolution, i.e., to search the name definition that corresponds to a given name usage. Symbol resolution searches the scopes and considers all symbol visibility rules. We introduce the main concepts of the symbol resolution, an in-depth introduction of the symbol resolution algorithm would go beyond the scope of this paper.

Resolution of a symbol $s$ with the kind $k$ in the STI begins with searching for a symbol with the name $s$ in the list of symbols of kind $k$ in the current scope. This part of the algorithm is called the local symbol resolution. If no symbol was found, the resolution begins with local symbol resolution in the enclosing scope of the current scope. This is proceeded until either a symbol is found or the current scope is an artifact scope. This phase of the resolution is called bottom-up intra-model symbol resolution.

In the artifact scope, the symbol name is prepared for inter-model symbol resolution, i.e., the resolution in foreign models. As preparation, the name of the model is qualified. Depending on the language, there may be different possible qualifications for a name to look up and the symbol resolution tests all of these “candidates” for qualified names. For example, in Java, potential qualifications may be all import statements of a model that end with a star (‘*’). The inter-model resolution continues in the global scope, which attempts to load artifacts that may contain the symbol based on the given qualified name. The symbol tables of all these artifacts are loaded, either from persisted symbol table files or by parsing the models and creating the symbol tables from their ASTs. After all these symbol tables have been loaded, the global scope has new artifact scopes as subsymbols. If the same artifacts are to be used for another symbol resolution, they do not have to be loaded again.

Afterward, the symbol resolution continues with the top-down intra-model symbol resolution in all of the considered artifact scopes. This part of the resolution begins with local symbol resolution in each artifact scope and from there, continues resolution in the subsymbols iteratively. This procedure can ignore scopes that are spanned by symbols that do not match the expected parts of the qualified name that is resolved for.

All parts of the symbol resolution are realized in different resolve methods of the scope interfaces. As the scopes are strongly typed with the language, the resolved symbol kind can be encoded into the method names. This avoids passing the symbol kind to the resolution algorithm as an argument, which would require using reflection (at least to some extend). For example, the interface IAutomataScope contains methods for resolving all symbol kind the the automata language is aware of. This includes the methods resolveState for resolving symbols of the kind StateSymbol and resolveAutomaton for resolving AutomatonSymbols.

5. Language Composition

Modularization of languages supports the reusability of entire languages or parts of these. In general, the techniques for this and their benefits are known from component-based software engineering (Naur & Randell 1968). Languages can only be modularized in combination with suitable means for language composition (Erdweg et al. 2012). As introduced in Section 3, MontiCore distinguishes four different kinds of language composition. All of these rely on the symbol table to bridge the individual languages. As language extension and language embedding in MontiCore rely on language inheritance, it suffices to consider composing the STIs for language inheritance and for language aggregation.

5.1. Language Inheritance in the STI

During language inheritance, the symbol table infrastructures of the involved languages have to be composed. This is required for a language to resolve in all scopes and for all symbol kinds of the inherited languages. Ideally, all parts of the reused language’s STIs are reused without modifying these, without recompling the code for the inherited languages, and without causing code
dissipation between the code for the actual language and the code reused from other languages. Because MontiCore supports multiple inheritance on languages, the STIs also must support multiple inheritance.

To achieve this, the scopes of the languages are realized by scope classes and interfaces as introduced in Section 4. The inheritance of scope interfaces, artifact scope interfaces, and global scope interfaces follows the inheritance of the languages. Through this, the resolve algorithm, which is realized as default methods, can be completely reused. Via the top mechanism (Hölldobler et al. 2021), any handwritten adjustments to the resolve algorithm that are performed in the default methods are reused as well. Scope, artifact scope, and global scope classes, however, cannot be reused for language composition. Hence, we recommend carrying out handwritten adjustments to scopes via the interfaces and not via the classes whenever possible.

The symbol classes of inherited languages can be reused without modification. The scopes genitors, which instantiate symbol tables, rely on the visitor infrastructure of the languages. The visitor infrastructures of MontiCore languages are compositional: the individual visitors for a language are modular and the traversal strategy for the composed language delegates to the visitors of individual languages (Hölldobler et al. 2021). Thus, scope genitors are also compositional. For each inherited language, the scope genitor of the language traverses the AST nodes for nonterminals defined in the language and creates the symbol kinds introduced in the language.

A challenge in reusing scope genitors is the creation of the correct scope objects. For instance, in the automata language, the scope genitor creates instances of the class AutomataScope. If, e.g., a language extends the automata language to add hierarchical states, the scope genitor of the automata language is reused. In this case, however, the scope genitor of the automata language has to create scope instances of the class HierarchicalAutomataScope instead. Obviously, it should be avoided that the automata language itself is aware of the hierarchical automata language that extends it. To create the correct scope objects, e.g., for setting the enclosing scope of AST nodes, scope genitors use a language mill. A language mill is a central configuration point for obtaining objects of builder classes for all reconfigurable parts of the language infrastructure. It is realized as singleton class that MontiCore generates for each language. For example, the scope genitor of the automata language instantiates a new scope by calling Automata.scope(), which internally uses a class AutomataScopeBuilder to create the new scope.

The hierarchical automata language can reconfigure the automata mill to use the class HierarchicalAutomataScopeBuilder instead, which is part of the hierarchical automata language and creates new instances of the scope class of the hierarchical automata languages. Through this, the automata language can be configured from external languages without causing dependencies from the reusing (i.e., hierarchical automata) language to the reused (i.e., automata) language.

5.2. Symbol Adapters
In all forms of language composition in MontiCore, the situation may occur that the kind of an exchanged symbol that one language provides does not match the kind of the symbol that another language expects. For example, it may be the case that the class diagram language in the example provides class attribute symbols, but the automata language requires symbols used in the guard expressions to be of a different kind, e.g., variable symbols. This can be solved by creating symbol adapters.

A symbol adapter is a class that realizes the adapter pattern (Gamma et al. 1995) for the classes that realize two symbol kinds. A symbol adapter, hence, is a handwritten class that subclasses the symbol class of the target symbol kind and has an attribute of the source symbol kind. Internally, the symbol adapter has to override all necessary methods of the target symbol class and delegate the implementation to methods of the source symbol kind, i.e., the adaptee.

In the example, the symbol adapter would adapt from class attribute symbols to variable symbols. The adapter class, hence, would extend the class VariableSymbol and have an attribute adaptee of the type ClassAttributeSymbol, to which it delegates in the method implementations. This symbol adapter can be created by customizing the symbol resolution for variable symbols. The customization would plug into this resolution, e.g., at dedicated hook point methods. It internally would resolve for class attribute symbols in the scopes of the class diagram language. If this resolution finds a suitable class attribute symbol, it instantiates the adapter class and returns it as the result of the resolution for variable symbols in the automata language.

It would also be possible to describe symbol adapters in terms of models of a "composition meta-language". However, MontiCore currently relies on Java classes to realize adapters to avoid limiting language engineers in the adapter realization that may perform complex calculations. Nevertheless, the implementation of symbol adapters is usually straight-forward.

5.3. Language Aggregation in the STI
Languages in MontiCore can be aggregated in different ways. We distinguish two different forms of language aggregation.
that rely on language inheritance. Language aggregation can be achieved between languages that inherit from a common, “shared” language that introduces all symbol kinds that are exchanged between the language. Through this, no symbol adapters are required, as all scopes can resolve for all symbol kinds. An example for language aggregation for two languages A and B via a shared grammar is depicted in the top left of Figure 7. In the example (cf. Figure 1), the automaton model uses class attributes of the class diagram model. Therefore, the symbol kind for class attributes has to be introduced in the Shared language.

Similarly, languages can be aggregated by creating a new grammar that unifies the grammars of the languages that are to be aggregated. An example for this is depicted in the top right of Figure 7. This form of language aggregation is similar to language embedding, but instead of grammar rules that integrate the syntaxes of the languages, the novel grammar only creates a new start rule that uses the start rules of the aggregated languages as alternatives. The scope of the unifying language then is able to resolve for all symbol kinds introduced in any of the aggregated languages. This includes, in particular, also the symbol kind for class attributes.

A further option for creating an aggregation of languages is to make use of symbol resolvers. This option does not rely on language inheritance, but instead reconfigures one or more of the input languages. This is depicted by example in the bottom left of Figure 7. Symbol resolvers are classes that carry out the resolution for a foreign symbol kind and adapt it to a symbol kind that the language is aware of. Symbol resolvers can be added to the global scope of a reused language to reconfigure its resolving algorithm. In the example, the aggregated language has to introduce a resolver that is added to the automata language. This resolver resolves for the class attribute symbols in class diagram models and adds their result to the resolution in the automata language.

Alternatively, languages can be aggregated by exchanging symbol tables via symbol files. For this option, at least one of the aggregated languages has to export their symbol tables to symbol files. Other languages can read such files and import the symbol tables or parts of these. For this option, the symbol files have to contain symbol tables either in a language-agnostic representation or the loading language has to be able to extract the relevant information from the symbol file although it is unaware of the language that has stored the file.

Language aggregation via shared or unifying grammars have the advantage that they produce an integrated scope that is capable of resolving all symbol kinds of the aggregated language. Therefore, the language aggregation results in a completely unified symbol table data structure. However, the aggregation couples the aggregated languages to each other and requires to execute the MontiCore generator. This increases the effort for adding new languages to the language aggregation.

Aggregation through resolvers and symbol files requires less coupling between the languages but also keeps the symbol tables of the individual languages separated from each other.

6. Discussion

While the presented approach for realizing symbol tables is technologically tied to the MontiCore language workbench, its concepts should be transferable to other language workbenches. With means to translate languages defined via grammars into metamodels (Butting, Jansen, et al. 2018) or to create internal DSLs from grammars (Butting, Dalibor, et al. 2018), a broader range of technological spaces can be covered.

With the STI, languages can be composed with loose coupling of the language infrastructures only. It suffices to bridge the scopes of the STIs involved in the language, which can be achieved either by relying on a common inherited language that introduces common symbol kinds or by introducing suitable symbol adapters. However, the STI as presented in this paper would not allow language engineers to completely decouple arbitrary languages. To overcome this limitation, we implemented a mechanism to persist symbol tables and load persisted symbol tables. The loading STI can then be configured to load also symbols of kinds the language is not aware of at all.

We have applied the STI in a great variety of modeling languages, some of which are open-source2. These languages include class diagrams, object diagrams, automata, feature diagrams, statecharts, sequence diagrams, use case diagrams, and the MontiArc (Butting et al. 2017) component & connector ADL. The presented approach for generating STIs for these languages was successfully applied and can represent the symbol tables of all these languages. However, most languages required manual adjustment of the STI at some parts. It was necessary to extend the scopes genitor of most languages to correctly instantiate symbol attributes. In some languages, such as the class diagrams, it was also necessary to adjust the symbol resolution.

As explained in Section 4 and Section 5, the STI requires to integrate the scope types of different languages during all forms of language composition that rely on language inheritance. Otherwise, a language cannot resolve symbol kinds it is not aware of. However, for the current realization of the STI it does not always suffice to be aware of the actual symbol kind that is resolved for. For nested scopes, it is also necessary to adapt all foreign symbol kinds that may span an enclosing scope of the scope that contains the symbol that is resolved for. In the example of the class diagram language, a type symbol spans a scope that contains the class attribute symbols. If such a class attribute symbol should be resolved, e.g., in the automata language as part of a guard expression, it is not sufficient that the automata language is aware of the symbol kind for class attribute symbols. Additionally, it must be aware of type symbols to be able to search for class attribute symbols in the scopes these span.

Built-in types can be realized as symbols that are added directly to the global scopes once. Through this, all models of a language are able to resolve these symbols and the symbols do not have do be duplicated, which could cause inconsistencies.

In MontiCore, it is a deliberate decision that all model elements that define symbols must be identifiable through names that modelers indicate. In other words, it is not desired that

2 Open-source MontiCore languages at Github: https://github.com/MontiCore
model elements that can be identified via derived names or by other means of identification (e.g., source position) define symbols.

With the STI, languages can be aggregated although their infrastructure remain completely separated. The composed language can also add adapters to compose languages that, otherwise, would not be compliant to another. This enables engineering the languages independent of another, which fosters language engineering in the large. This is also a suitable foundation for realizing product lines of modular language components (Butting et al. 2019, 2020).

7. Related Work

Beyond MontiCore, there is a number of language workbenches that can be used to define textual DSLs via grammars, such as Neverlang (Vacchi & Cazzola 2015), Spoofax (Kats & Visser 2010), and Xtext (Bettini 2016). Other language workbenches, such as EMF (Steinberg et al. 2008), GEMOC Studio (Degueule et al. 2015), and MetaEdit+ (Tolvanen & Kelly 2009) use metamodels for defining the syntax of merely graphical DSLs. In metamodels, consistency is typically achieved in different ways than by using symbol tables. One could compare different, mainly metamodel-based approaches such as (Leduc et al. 2017), (Garmendia et al. 2019), (Voelter 2013), or (Voelter et al. 2013) more precisely with our approach, however, this would require a large, comprehensive study that tests each approach with examples.

The STI presented in this paper is integrated into the current version of the language workbench MontiCore. Previously, MontiCore supported the symbol management infrastructure (SMI) to realize symbol tables for its languages (Mir Seyed Nazari 2017). While the STI and the SMI share large parts of the general notions behind symbol tables, the specific concepts for realizing symbols, scopes, and the symbol resolution in Java differ. The SMI largely relies on language-agnostic realizations for scopes that are contained in the run-time environment of MontiCore. While this reduces the number of generated artifacts, it is more difficult to apply customization to the scopes, as the top mechanism cannot be applied specific to a single language. Our experiences have shown, that language-specific customizations of scopes (e.g., for custom symbol resolution strategies) are used frequently.

Furthermore, language-agnostic scopes cannot have language-specific symbol resolution methods. Instead, the SMI passes the symbol kind to the resolution algorithm as an argument. To realize this in Java, specific classes for each symbol kind are generated and objects of these are passed to the resolve methods as method arguments. The STI avoids the unnecessary complexity of re-creating a type system for symbol kinds and passing symbol kind objects between scopes. A side effect of kind-specific resolve method names is that scopes of different languages are not automatically compatible. An advantage of language-agnostic scopes is that no adaptation has to be performed for scopes during language composition. However, the disadvantage is that adjusting the resolution per symbol kind is not easily possible.

The language workbench Spoofax (Kats & Visser 2010) supports realizing type systems via the name binding language (Konat et al. 2012). Contrary to the STI and the SMI, the name binding language relies on declarative rules that describe the type system. While in the STI, symbol kinds differentiate between names for different model elements, the name binding language uses different name spaces to differentiate between different model elements. The STI demands that language engineers indicate a symbol kind for each name definition, whereas the name binding language uses a default namespace for all name definitions that are not explicitly added to a different namespace. Both the STI and the name binding language enable using scopes, but the STI manages symbols in separate data structures for each scope while the name binding language uses a joint data structure for the symbols of all scopes.

8. Conclusion

We expect that the need for heterogeneous models to describe different aspects of an application will grow. Some example domains are the modeling of structure and behavior of CPS used within digital twins (Bordeleau et al. 2020; Brockhoff et al. 2021), process models and resources defined in class diagrams for assistive systems which support human behavior (Michael et al. 2020), or the composition of class diagrams and architectural languages for the deployment of IoT systems (Kirchhoff et al. 2022). Using models from two languages where one has an inheritance relationship to the other one might be interesting for languages which are used in requirements engineering, where models can be underspecified, and then in system design, where implementation details have to be added. Examples include, e.g., to use only classes, attributes, and relations in class diagrams for analysis and later on also methods and their signatures for generating code, or if we have human-centric information in requirements models that should be used in design modeling languages (Grundy et al. 2021). Moreover, kind-typed symbol tables enable enhanced functionalities for reusable model libraries (Dalibor et al. 2022), e.g., providing model sets of different languages which use symbols of each other and can be reused in combination.

Within this paper, we have shown how it is possible to refer to model elements of other languages when composing different DSMLs. Our approach to realize this are strongly kind-typed symbol tables as an extension to a generative approach. Strongly kind-typed symbol tables utilize the type system of the language workbench’s host language to ensure type consistency between the language-specific symbol table infrastructures during DSML composition, which ultimately supports DSML engineering in the large. In future, it would be useful to develop a technique for behavioral semantics of models (Rivera & Vallecillo 2007; Rivera et al. 2009), that provides information about the behavior on symbol level.

Learning from others and being inspired by the work of brilliant colleagues like Antonio is an important pillar of our scientific work. It is a privilege to have him as part of our community.
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